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Case Study Methods: Design, Use,
and Comparative Advantages
Andrew Bennett

There is a growing consensus among social scientists chac research programs advance more effectively through che icerati\'e or collaboracive use of
different research methods chan through che use of any one mechod alone.
Making che mosc of the synergies among research methods requires an
understanding of the relative comparative advantages, crade-offs, and Ii mications of each method and an ability co translate becween different methods. The comparac1ve advantages of case study methods include identifying new or omicced variables and hypotheses, examining intervening
variables in individual cases co make inferences on which causal mechanisms may have been at work, developing hisconcal explanations of particular cases, attaining high levels of construct val1d1cy, and usmg contingent
generalizations co model complex relationships such as pach dependency
and multiple interactions effects. Parcicularly important is the abilit} co
identify new hypotheses, which case studies can do through a combination
of deduction and inducnon.
Recurrent trade-offs in che use of case study methods include the problem of case seleccion and the danger of selection bias, which can have more
severe consequences in case studies than in scacistical studies, and the tension between parsimony and richness in seleccmg the number of Hriables
and cases co be studied. In addition, c:,1se scudy findmgs are usually conti ngent and can be generalized beyond che cype of c.1se scud1ed only under
specified conditions, such as when ,1 case scudy shows chat a variable is not
19
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n necessar) condition or n sufficient condition for an outcome, or when a
theory fails to fit a case thac It .1ppeared mosc likely to explain. Potential
limitat10ns of case scu<lies, though not inherent in every one, include
indeterminacy or inability ro exclude all but one explanation, lack of
independence of cases, and che impossibilHy of perfeccly controlling case
comp.1risons.
The inherent limicacions of c.1se scu<ly methods include their relative
111ability to render 1udgment on the frequent}' or representativeness of particular cases an<l their weak capability for estimating the average "causal
weight" of v,1riables. These are inferential processt·s for which case scudies
arc nor designed and cannot be used exu~pt in a ru<l1mentary manner. Fortun,1cely, these inherent limitations correspond almost exaccly with the
comparati\'e advancages of stanscical methods, which give various measures
of frequency and can estimate the expelCe<l causal weight of a variable.
This chapter defines an<l explicates case study methods and derails cheir
comparative ad,·ancages and limirac1ons. le then more briefly reviews the
srrengchs and limits of formal models and statistical methods. This analysis subscantiaces the conclusion chat the comparative advantages of case
study methods are complementary co chose of statistical methods and formal models. le concludes w1ch suggescions for increasing mulcimechod collaboracion among researchers co make the besr possible use of chis complementarity.

of a class of events of interest co the inve.scigacor (George l 979a), such as an
instance of revolution, cype of governmencal regime, kind of economic system, or personality type. A c,m stud; is chus the investigacion of a well<lefine<l aspect of a historical happening chat the invesr1gacor selects for
analysis, rather chan a hiscorical happening icself. The Soviet revolution,
for example, is an mscance of civil conflict, war cermmanon (che Soviec
pullout from Worl<l War 1), the role of personality in politics, and so on
The invesngator <lec1des which class of events, which facecs of rhe Soviet
revolution, and which variables co focus upon. 2
There is also potential for confusion among the cerms comparatfre methods, case st11dy methods, and q11alitatize meth()ds. I use che term case stud; methods co refer co both wichin-case analysis of single cases and comparisons
among a small number of cases, as most case studies involve boch kinds of
analysis <lue co che limits of either method used alone. Even single-case
studies usually draw implicit comparisons co wider groups of cases. As for
che cerm q11alitatfre methods, chis is sometimes used co encompass both case
scudies carried our wich a neoposic1v1sc view of the philosophy of science
and those implemence<l with a poscmo<lern or incerprecive view. In the present chapter I use che cerm case stJI(/) co refer only co scudies that aspire to
causal explanacions, seccing asi<le chose interprerivisc and poscmodern1st
analyses char eschew such explanacions or view them as unaccainable.
Types of Theory-Building Contributions of Case Studies

Overview of Case Study Methods
Defining Case and Case Studies
A c<1se is often defined as a "phenomenon for which we report and interpret
only a single measure on any pertinent variable" (Eckstein 1975). This
wrongly implies, however, chat each C:l.!>e has only one observation on che
dependent 'anable bur many indepen<lenc variables. If chis were crue, it
would present an inherent problem of in<lecermmacy, or an inability co
choose among compecing explanations for a c-.i.se. 1 Yet each "case" in face
has a pocencially large number of observations on intervening variables and
may allow several qualicacive measures of various dimensions of the independent and dependent variables, so case studies <lo nor necessarily suffer
from indeterminacy (King, Keohane, and Verba 1994, 225, Campbell
1975, 179, 181-82). I therefore follow the definition of a case as an 1nscance
20

Wichin chis general definition of case scu<l1es, there are many cypes of case
studies. Some methodological rexes focus on rheory-tescing cases at che
expense of theory development. le is important co keep in mind, howe\'er,
chat there are several kinds of contribucions co theory, including che generation of new hypotheses (the "logic of discovery") as well as the resting of
existing ones (che "logic of confirmation"). In addition, chere are several
kinds of research objectives, including nor only che development of generalized cheones bur the hiitom<t! expla11<1t1011 of particular cases, char is,
explanation of a sequence of events char produce a particular historical ouccome in which ke} seeps in che sequence are in cum explained wich reference to theories or causal mechanisms. Case scudies can concnbuce co all of
these ktnds of cheory building, as Arend Lijpharc (1971) and Harry Eckstein ( 1975) in<licaced in their similar taxonomies of different kinds of case
scudies, outlined in cable l (from George l 979a).
21
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Equivalent Terms for Types of Case Studies

Case Study Methods

There are three merhods of within-case analysis: process tracing, congruence resting, and counterfaccual analysis. 1 Process rranng focuses on
whether rhe intervening variable:. between a hypothesized cause and
observed effect move as predicted by the theories under investigation. Pur
another way, process tracing looks ac the observable implications of putarive causal mechanisms in operarion in a case, much as a detective looks for
suspects and for clues linking chem co a crime. The goal is co establish
which of several possible explanations is rnnsistenc with an uninterrupted
cham of evidence from hypothesized cause to observed effecc. The power of
process tracing arises from rhe face ch.it it requires continuity and com-

pleceness in explaining a case (although there are pragmatic limirs on rhe
ability or need co examine rhe infinite "seeps hecween seeps" in a temporal
pnx-ess). If even a single significant seep in a hypothesized process is nor as
pre<licre<l, rhe hyporhesis muse be mo<lifie<l, sometimes mvially an<l ocher
rimes subsrancially, if it is ro explain the case. If, for example, 98 of I 00
dominoes scan<ling in a scraighc line knock one another over bur che 99ch
domino does nor fall or smke rhe final domino, we need a separare explanation for why che l OOch domino has fallen.
This conrrasrs sharply wHh scacisucal methods, which rely on probabilistic associations buc do nor require continuity or completeness in any
given case. In chis sense, process tracing is different from rhe notion of
"'pattern marching·· outlined by Donald Campbell 0 975). Campbell does
not elaborate in any derail on wh:i.r he means by "pattern marching," bur
he indicates that ir involves finding similar patterns or sequences in different cases, and he does nor define it co include an analysis of rhe full
sequence of events in eirher case. This is pocennally an important form of
inference chat combines elements of cross-case comparison with some
degree of within-case analysis, bur 1t does not require full concinuicy or
completeness and hence cannot conscicuce a hiscorical explanation of either
case. The distinction is analogous ro the d1fftrtnce between finding common shore sequences in a long strand of DNA chat may offer clues co irs
operation (pattern marching) and arcempung co explain how the full
strand operates co express itself in the life form ro which rhe DNA belongs
(process rracing).
In any particular srudy, there c,in be a deduccive element co process tracing, an inductive element, or both. Deductively. rhe researcher uses theories to predict the values of incervenmg \"anables in a case and rhen resrs
these prediccions. This may require filling in the prediccions char underspecified theories should make in a case. and 1t is imporranc co trace che
predicted processes of alccrnarive hypotheses as well as chose of the main
hypothesis of inceresr. Induccively, the researcher should be open co unexpected clues or puzzles rhac inJicace the presence of left-out variables. This
can lead co che development of ne\v hypotheses.
One common misconceprion here is char ir is always illeginmace ro
derive a hypochesis from a case and then cesc 1c against the same case. In
face, ir may be possible co develop a hypothesis from a case and then resr ic
against different el'idwa in the same c.1se. Detectives, of course. do chis ,di
the time: dues may lead co a new "rheory of the case." which promprs rhe
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Harry Eckstein

Arend Lijphart

Configurative·ideographic case study

Atheoretical case study
Interpretative case study

Disciplined-configurative case study

Hypothesis-generating case study

Heuristic case study

Deviant case study

(No comparable term or concept)

Theory-confirming/infirming case study

Crucial, most likely, least likely test cases

Apart from the first cype, which is simply a kind of chronological narrarne. case studies have an explan,uory or theory-building purpose. "'Interpretive" or "d1snplined configuracive" cases use theoretical variables co
prmide hisconcal explananons of particular cases. In ocher words, chey use
theories co sho,..· char rn the particular historical circumstances of che case,
the ouccome was co be expecced. Heuristic case studies seek co generate
ne\\ hypotheses inductively. "Devianc" cases, or cases whose outcomes are
not predicted or explained well by exming theories, can be particularly
usefol m identifying new or lefr-ouc vanables. Finally, researchers can use
case studies to rest whether extant theories accurately explain che processes
as well as rhe outcomes of particular cases. I lerein, I use Ecksrein's rerm1nology, which 1s more common, wirh the addition of Lijpharc's term for
the study of "'deviant" cases.
Within-Case Methods of Analysis

Process Tracing
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Jerecrive ro look for "new" e\ idence 1n che case that had previously been
ignored or cons1Jered irrele,anr. If che ne\\ e' 1Jence tits the prediction of
4
che new rheol). chis is considere<l an inc.lependenr corroboration.
Process rracrng is not mfallible. Me.isurement error and omined \ariubles t.rn lead to incorrect inferences 111 process crating just as they can in
scncistical methods. There are ulso pr.1ccical limits on our ability co observe
or trace processes in all of their nearly infinite derail and to establish fully
continuous sequences. The requisite evu.lence may nor be available ac key
steps in the process, and even where evidence is available, we may noc have
che timt' to go through all of ic. Yet by insisting that wt' establish explanations chat document rhe intervening variables nnJ processes through which
che hy pothes1zed independent \ariables .ire purported co have brought
about the observed outcome, process tr.1crng J1ffers from and complements
statistical inferences. Although no case scuJy 1s undertaken in the infinite
Je, el of detail that" ould be neede<l co esc,1blish afit!I) continuous process.
case study explanations are open to challenge if they are inconsistent with
the finest level of derail chat is observable. For example, if a rational choice
theory posies that an mdi' idual should have gone through a rational calculation chat led to a cerrain behavior. bur ir can be shown in a case srudy that
the individual's chinkmg process was actually very different from thac
posited by the theory, then the theory cannot constitute a sarisfactory
explanaoon of the case even 1f irs pn:dicred outcome is consistent with che
observed outcome.

posed necessary or sufficient cond1tiom, and chey may weaken the plausibility of particular hiscorical explanations of cases.

Congruence Testing
In congruence testing. the researcher focuses on the values of rhe independent and dependent variables rachcr than the intervening variables. Here,
the researcher rests whether rhe predicted value of rhe dependenc variable,
in viev. of rhe values of the case's rndepcndent variables, is congruent with
the actual outcome in che case. Congruence cesrs are usually less conclusive
than process tracing because in che social sciences we usually lack preose
mcx.lels of che value char rhe 111d1v1<lual vanablt:s, individually and colletcively, should produce in the dependent variable. In this sense, congruence
cesrs in a single case or a small number of cases arc a less reliable version of
statistical cescs of covariation or estimates of parcial correlacions among a
large number of cases. Still, congruence rests may be able co rule out pro-
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Counterfactual Analysis
Counrerfacrual analysis inverrs che standard mode of inference for empmc.il testing of assertions such as ".\ in a specified case was necessary for y."
This assertion poses a logically equivalent c.ountc::rfauual, namely, "1f norx had occurred in the case, then nor-y would have occurred ." Analogously,
a claim that a variable xis sufficient for an outcome y. whether made for all
y or only for specific contexts, can be assessed by looking at the equivalent
counterfaccual, "not-) could occur only if not-x." Interest in counterfanual
analysis has increased in recent years (Fearon 1991; Terlock and Belkin
1996). At che same time, there is an obvious danger of confirmation bias
and spuriousness if councerfactual analysis is carried our in an undisciplined way.
Philip Terlock and Aaron Belkin have devised a useful taxonomy of
councerfactual analyses. These include "idiographic case-study counterfactuals," which focus on points of supposed h1sconcal contingency in rnd1vidual cases. and "nomotheric counterfacruals," which apply well-defined
theories to specific antecedent councerfaccual conditions. These authors
argue that an espeually important type of counterfaccual combines these
cwo, bringing togecher in-depth knowledge of particular cases with scrong
theories about che consequences of particular values of a variable ro produce
convincing accounts of what should have been true if one variable in a c.tse
had assumed a particular value. They illuscrace this with che example of
dinosaur extinction 0 996, 6-1 l ): If an asreroid of a size sufficienr co cause
climatic change had struck the earch 65 million years ago, what testable
implications should be obsen able in concempora11· geolog1C e\idence?
This combines the known specifics of the Jinosaur extincnon case with
theories on asteroid impacts co pro<luce testable assernons. and ic chu-.
moves from che counterfactual rn the faccual. The difficulty of applying
thi~ to Lhe social sciences. as they note. is that we generally lack "11liographic-nomorhetic syntheses of comparable scope and sweep in world policies" (l l ).
Terlock and Belkin also ofter sensible advice on criteria for definrng
good coumerfaccual analyses. incluJ111g clarity in defining the vanables,
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n11nimizat1on of the necessa!) re" mmg of hi ... tor}, an<l consiscenc} w1th
establ1she<l theories an<l stanstical findrngs . .Most 1mporrant, chey suggest
ch.u good counterfacruals must haH' testable implkations m che factual
worlJ 0996, 18). The} also note char 1f \\C finJ ,1 causal argument plausible buc tts equivalent counterfacrual ,1rgument implausible, or \ice versa,
we must reconcile the asymmetl} 1n our thinking. This can help i<lrnt1fy
Jouble scanJar<ls, inconsistent causal rc,1soning, an<l hin<lsighc bias (13).
~ubiect to these criteri,1, counrerfactual analysis is a useful cool in the
explanation of indi\ iJu,il rnses and can provide a check on confirmation
bias rather than an open license co rewrite history.

An example from my own work tllusrrares how these tasks were accomplished in one srudy.5 I chose co swdy oviec and Russian military interventionism and to cry to explain che puzzle of why such incervenrionism
appeared co increase in the 1970s, decrease in the 1980s, and increase once
aga'.n in the mid- l 990s. I fi rst ha<l to define interz •ntioniJm, rhe propensity
for inrervencion, as distinct from actual military mtenentiom. This requirc<l
defining in a general way what constituted an invi ting or uninviting

"opportunity" for military intervene ion, which I <ltd by looking at a t}IX>logy of situational factors. I also compared opportunicies in which the
So"iet Un10n or Russia incervene<l ro analogous opporrunities in which
they did nor incervene, an<l I compared Sonet intervenc1ons in pamcular
countries ro later Soviet w1thdrawals from chose same countnes. I also
decided co focus on one subtype of intervention: rhe high end of che scale
involving che direct use of Soviet or Russian croops or commanders.
For the alternative explanations of paccerns m Soviet-Russian interventionism, I included standard theories from the IR literature based on the
systemic, domescic, organizational, and indivi<lual levels, as well as tht'ones based on the argumencs of area <.xperts and policymakers. The explanation that mterested me most was chat ov1ct and Russian lea<lers learned
lessons from their ongoing expenences th.u ma<le chem more wdlmg to
resort ro military intervention in the 1970s, less so in the 1980s, and more
so once again in che mi<l-1990s.6 I specitie<l the variables for each of the
alternative explanations an<l carried out both congruence an<l process-tracing rests on each explanation. Explanations base<l on changes in the balance
of military forces, for example, were cons1scenc with the rise of O\ 1et 1ntervencionism in the 1970s, but not\\ ich its declrne tn the 1980s when Soviet
fo rces were still strong or wich its resurgence in 1994 when Russian forces
were weak. For che "learning" explanation, eight specific beliefs on the
efficacy of using force were lisce<l, such as beliefs on whether "balancing" or
"bandwagoning" is the most likely response by ochers co che use of force . I
also defined corresponding behaviors, such as the 1ntensicy of efforts co gee
ocher regional states or national liberation movements co bandwagon with
ov1et-Russian efforts.
After considering for sru<ly more than a <lozen cases of int<:rvencions,
nonincervenr1ons, and withdrawals, I chose co examme the So\tet-Cuban
intervention in Angola in 1975, th{ 'Soviet intervention in Afghanistan 10
1979. the ongoing occupation ot Afghanistan through the 1980s, che
withdrawal from Afgh.misran in 1989. and the Russian intef\ention 10
Chechnya in 199 i. I was assisted 10 this process by a chart outlining my
preliminary knowledge on how each of che possible cases for study fit with
respeet ro their values on che seven independenc variables identified by the
hypotheses. This helpe<l ensure thac the c.ises I chose mcluded wide vari.1t ion 111 both t he rndependent and <lepcndent vanables. le also made clear
wh ich other cases might have been indu<led, thereby "leaving up the srnf-
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Research Design Tasks
There are five research design tasks common to both single and comparame case studies, many of chem common to statistical studies as well
(George 1979a; George and McKeo\\O 1985). First, the researcher muse
define the research objective, including che class of events to be explained,
the alcernac1ve h} pocheses under consideration, and the kind of theory
building ro be undertaken. econd, rhc researcher must specify the indepen<lent, dependent, and intef\ening v.1riables an<l decide which of these
are co be concrolled for and which are to vary across cases or types of cases.
Third, the researcher selects che cases robe studied, possibly assiste<l by the
typological space that results from the specification of che variables and
alcernac1ve hypotheses. Fourth, the researcher should consider how best ro
Jestribe vanance in the indepcn<lenc an<l dependent variables, considering
noc only 10di"idual variables bur also types of cases, or combinations of
\artables, and che sequential pathways that characterize each type. Finally,
the researcher specifies the srruc cured questions ro be asked of each case in
order to establish the values of the in<lc:pendenc, intervening, and dependent 'anables.
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folding" for future researcher w bwld upon or future critics to qucsnon
(King, Keohane, and VcrbJ 1994). Tim 1s an important nspecr of research
dt:sign that 1s seldom nJequarel} carried out.
I also used mr preliminary knowledge of the c.1~t'S to select from among
che aL~cs th.tt history prO\ ided chc ones that yielded the mosc analyncal
leverage on mr researth obieuin• and th.it best fie a scrong "most similar
casl·s" rt'search design. ~inn.• che learning hypothesis focused on a p<Hh·
dependent historical proce<>s, I chost cases rh.1r covered the entire historical
period from 197) (rhe lead-up rn ~ov1<:r intl'rvention in Angola) ro 1996
(che pl"Jk of modern Russia's fmc 1nrervcncion in Chechnya). I also
rncluded c.ises of different t) pl'S of intef\ enc ion, sue h ,1s direct intervene ion
(Afghanistan, Chechnpl ,ind proxy intervention (Angola). Also, che
before-:ind-afrer cases of inren enrion in and \\ ichdr.1wal from Afghanistan
prO\ ided a most-similar-case companson char controlled for manr \anables, such as intrinsic geogr.1phic importance. Controlling for ocher variables char changed over rime, such as U.S. policy, was done through a combination of case comparisons and prcx:ess tracing. Thus, as is common, che
research design included boch wichm-case analysis of every case and crosscase comparisons.
The yuest1ons asked ofcath case inclu<lc<l rhosc rh.ir esrablishe<l rhe ,aJues of the independent and intervening values for each hypothesis and the
outcome of the case. For rhe learning hypothesis, the case studies reseed
whether scared Soviet and Russian beliefs changed in response ro experience and were congruent with 5o, 1ec behavior. They also reseed whether
che patterns and riming of changes in statl'd beliefs fie rhe dynamics predicted by theories of individual, organizational, and governmental learning. A parcicularly important rest was whether individuals' scared beliefs
fie beccer with their apparent material interests, as many explanation~
argued they should, or with the expt'riences and information ro which indii;iduals were exposed, as learning theory pre<l1Cred. Finally, the study <lesignaced fifty-five key Soviet and Russian oftiuals whose stared views were
traced through public scacemencs, archival documents, interviews, and
memoirs 7

ri,11 interests. Many military officers who fought in Afghanistan, for example, strongly protested rhe use of Russian troops in Chechnya, e\'en ro che
point of losing their jobs and ending their careers. These conclusions consticuced strong evidence for che general applicability of learning theory, as
in many respeccs the closed ovier system was a least likely case for learn
ing. The cases studied did nor include any crucial cases, however, as l .S
policy responses and Soviet Russian domemc politics were also broadly
consistent with changes m Soviet behavior.

Single-Case Research Designs
Wichin che context of general research design casks, there are specific considerations char apply ro single and comparative case scudies. ome
mcchodologiscs have downplayed the theory-building concribunons chat
c.10 be made by single-case research designs (King, Keohane, and Verba
1994, 209-11). In contrast, most case scudy resean.:hers have argued char
single-case scudies can prO\ide rests char might scrongly support or
impugn theories. Many influential research findings in political science
have come from single-case srudies chat presented anomalies for accepted
theories.~

The actual case studies found substantial thanges in scared beliefs over
rime char correlated closely with actual Soviet-Russian behavior. I was also
abll' to trace rhese changes of beliefs to ongoing Soviet-Russian experiences
in the use of force and co show that beliefs were often correlated mort•
closely with individuals' experiences than with their bureaucratic or m;ue-

An important single-case research design is the study of crucial, most
likely, or lease likely cases that pose severe rests of theories. Harry Ecksct'in
developed che idea of a "crucial c,JSe," or a case that "mmt doJel; fit a rheory
if one is to have confidence in che theory's vali<l1ty, or, conversely, mmt 1101
fit equally well any rule contrary co char proposed" (1975, emphasis 1n origmal). Because true crucial cases were rare in Eckscein's view, he pomrcd co
chc alternative of "mosc likely" and "lease likely" cases. A most likely case
is one char is almost certain to fit ,1 theory if the theo11 1s true for any cases
ac all. The failure of a cheory ro explain a most likely case greatly undermines our confidence in the theory. A lease likely case, conversely, ts a
cough rest for a theory because it 1s a case in which the cheo11· is lease likely
co hold true. Eckscem's conception is a useful scarring point on theory res ring in case studies, buc 1t is ac best incompll'te because he docs nor .lddress
whether the cases in question are most or least likely for competing theories, or whether these theories predict che same outcome as che theory of
interest or a different ouccome alcogecher. Thus, J more complete version
of Eckscein's insight would be that a theory is mosr strongly supported
when ic makes a clear prediccion on che ouccomc or process of a case, .111
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or her theories make ck.u pred1ctmns that '' e .shoul<l nor lin<l this outcome
or proct:ss, and the first thtar) 1s corroborated in rhe case. Conversel}', 1f
both our rheoC) of inreresr anJ the .ilternacive theories make the same preJ1ccion on rhe outcome or process of n case, but this preJicrion prO\es
wron~, then the theory of 1nreresc 1s strongly impugneJ because HS failure
cannor Ix t:xplaineJ away by the operation of ocher theories or melhanisms "iin.~le-case studies char fie either of these situations can greatly
1ncreJ..St or decrease our conlidrnte 1n .t theory or require that we airer ics
scope conditions, .1lchough we can ntver enurely rule our the possibility
char che outcome or process of rhr cuse was caused by probabilistic
processes analogous co chose of quantum medunics.
Anorher imporranr single-case research design 1s che stu<ly of a dcvianc
or oucl1er case. Research on <levianr cases can help inductively idl·nufy
variables and h) potheses char have been left out of existing cheones.
De' ianr ca<>es may also uncover measurement errors that may exist in le s
extreme forms in other cases.

'm~le-case study designs can fulfill rhe ocher theory-building purposes
1denr1fied by Li1pharc and Eckstem as well. Idiographic studies, while
often disdained, may pro' ide data for lacer more theoretically oriented case
studies. Also, a sru<ly of a newly defined puzzle or phenomenon might
begm with a fairly open-ended e!Torr-somerimes calle<l "soaking and
poking" m the data-co generate hypotheses that can then be tested more
systemacically. 10

Case Study Methods
Mill's Method of Agreement
In<lependenc V.mables
Depen<lenc Variable
Case l
Case 2

ABC DE
AFGHI

Y
Y

This method of agreement rnrre.sponds, somewhat confusingly, w1th
what has been called the "lease similar cases" research design . If, for example, we find char teenagers are "<ldhculr" m both mbal societies and industrialized societies, we might be tempted co infer that it is the nature of
teenagers rather than the nature of society that accounts for the difficulty
of teenagers (Przeworski and Teune 1970).
In Mill's method of <lifference, the investigator would look for
ancece<lent con<litions that differ between two cases that have different
outcomes, and they would judge char those ancecedent con<lirions that
were the same despite differing outcomes could nor be sufficienc co cause
either outcome. In the following example (where -A represencs "nor A")
che researcher would draw rhe inference that che variable A was causally
related to che outcome because ir is the only one that varies when the outcome varies.
Mill's Method of Difference
Independcnr Variables
Dependenr Variable
Case l
Case 2

ABCDE
-ABC DE

Y
-Y

Comparative Methods
Mill's Methods and Most-Similar and
Least-Similar Case Comparisons
Compansons between cases are a powerful source of causal inferences but

~!so a porenrial source of mferenriaJ errors One mo<le of case comparisons
is Mill's method of agreemem, ·m w h'1c h t he invest1garor
·
looks for the
pocenrially causal anreledenr condmons that are the same between two
cases that have the same outcome. Ideally, these would turn out co be necessary
·
. , condHions · Thus , 1f we compared r I1e rro 11 owing
two cases usmg
Mill s method of agreement • we m1g h t m
· fierr hat the varrable
.
A is causally
relaced to the outcome y , as· H ·is r heon 1y .m d epen<l em vanable
.
common co
the two cases.
30

This corresponds with rhc "most similar case" research design (Przeworski and Teune 1970). Ir has also been called che method of "concrolkd
comparison," because if rwo cases in face are the same in all bur one independent variable, then we h.1ve the functional equivalent of a conrrolled
experimenc. The pracc1Cal limitation here, of course, is char rwo case:. are
almost never idenncal in all bur one independent variable (George

l 979a). 11
In actual practice, ca.'>e stud} rese.irchcrs .ilmosc never draw conclusions
on the basis of Mill's methods alone because these merhoJs require
demanding and unrealistic ,1ssumprions in or<ler co provide nonspurious
inferences. One key limitation of Mill's methods, which Mill himself
i<lencified, is that chey cannot work well in the presence of equifinality
(George 1982) A condition of equifinaliry, or what Mill called a "plural icy
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of causes," holds\\ hen che same ouccome t. n anse ch rough different pa[h.
ways or combinatiom of \anables. Thm, when equifinality is presenr, there
might be no single necessar) or sufhc1enr variable for a phenomenon: ic
m1ghc be that either ABC or DEF causes Y, ,inJ chat none of che variables
A ch rough F is by aself sufhc1enc to cause Y. rn such circumstances, pairwise compansons of c-a~es might leaJ us wrongly to reject variables that can
cause an outcome in conjuncrion wirh \ome conct·xts but nor others, .ind ir
might also lead us co accept ,1 confounding variable ,1s causal rather chan
recognizing char 1rs relationship ro the outcome is spurious .
Thus ~fill's methods can work well .1c iJenrifying causal relations onl;·
under rhree conditions that are impossible co realize fully in pracrice. firsc,
che causal relations being invescig.ueJ must be Jecerministic regulanries
mvoking cond1ttons char b) themselves are either netessary or suffioenc
for a specified outcome This impliec; char there can be no causally re le\ ant
inreraccion effects Secc nd, all \ariables char conrnbured causally co the
ourcome would han co be identified and induJed in the analysis. Third,
cases char represtnr the full range of all logically and socially possible
causal paths muse be a\ailable for scudy (Lmle 1998; George and McKe
own 1985).
Because these requ1remenrs are unrealistic, case study researchers use
Mill's methods in only a very general and preliminary way co 1Jenrify
potennally relevant variables, but they chcn rely heavily on process tracing
ro compensate for the evidenr weakness of Mill's methods (Mahoney
12
1999). For example, when tt is not possible to find cases similar in all bur
one independent variable and the dependenr variable, process tracing can
test whether each of the potenr1ally causal variables that differ becween the
imperfecrly matched cases can be ruled our as having causal significance. 1'

Structured, Focused Comparison of Cases and the
Development of Typological Theories
In response co the limitations of Mill's methods and controlled compari·
son, Alexander George ( l 979a, 19790) systematized case study procedures
and developed the method f ..
d fi
.
o structure ornsed case comparisons." In
this method the res
h
· 1
.
•
earc er systemanc,1 ly ( l) spec1 fies the research proble~. and the cl~s of evenrs ro be studied; (2) defines the independent,
depcndenc, and 1nterveninc1
· bl
f I
~ vana es o t 1e relevanr theories; (3) selects
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che cases to be srudied anJ compared; ('1) decides how best to characrerize
variance 111 che independent and dependenr vari.1bles; and (5) formulates a
derailed sec of standard questions to be applied to each case.
In addition, consistent with 1115 emphasis on equifinality, George
argued that case studies could be especi,11ly useful in developing wh~t he
called "typological theories," or rnntingent generalizations on ''the t •t mef) of
diffirenl callJul patterm rhat can occur for the phenomena in guescion [anc.ll
the conditions under u·hich eaih dis/111(/m type of camal patterns omm" 0 979a,
emphasis in original). He a<lvocared a kind of "building bloc~" approach ~o
the development of theories. In this approach, each case, while rendered 111
terms of cheorerical variables, mighc prove co be a disrincrive pathway to
the outcome of interest. Typological theories treat cases as config11ratiom of
variables char may involve complex interact10ns among all of the variable
values in rhe case. \'X'hile statisrical methods can model interactions effects
as well, chis puts added pressure on the sample size nece~sarr r~ be
confident in one·s results, and statistical studies rarely model 1nteracuons
among all the variables acnng together, as a typological theory may do.
Typological theories make less resrriccive assumptions abo~c case comparisons chan Mill's methods. Specifically, cypolog1cal t~eonz.mg assumes
that if cases within the same type, or with the same mix of independent
variables, have different outcomes on the dependent variable, the difference
in rhe outcome is due co measurement error or left-out variables, not to the
type of probabilistic rdations theorized in quantum physics. This
addresses a common misinterprecat1on of case scudy methods, namely, that
they assume or require rcsrricnve forms of <lererminism (Lieberson 1992).
Ir is certainly true that all forms of case comparison ar_e much ~c:onger
sources of inference when a \ariable is a necessary or suffic1enr condmon for
a particular outcome. Bue it is also rrue that some forms of case comparison
require more deterministic assumptions than others. and mosr cas.e stu~y
researchers appear co assume that equifinaliry is a common co_ndmon in
social life (Ragin 1987). The minim.ii assumptions of typol~g1cal theory
are in fact similar ro those of the scacistic.11 researchers who interpret the
"error rerm" in their equattons as includtng measurement error or lefr-our
variables.14 This assumption sets aside a third possibility, which can never
be definitively ruled out, namely. that the: error term can.also repres~~t a
fundamencally stochastic clement .inalogous to the irreduoble probabtl1sm
of quantum mechanics.
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Comparative Advantages of Case Study Methods

a range of statistical stu<lies suggeste<l that <lemocracies do ~ot fight other
<lemcx:racies. case study re earchers srarce<l to explore which aspects ot
<lemocracy--democracic values, <lemocratic insrituciom;, the transparency
of decision making in democracies, and so on-might be responsible for
this apparent "mcer-democrar1c peace" (George and Bennett 200 l). Should
these case scu<lies indicate, co cake a hypothetical example, chat a free press
and cransparency are more imporcant faccors than competitive elections in
producing an incerdemocratic peace, then statistical databases that
weighce<l competitive elections heavily in the definition of democracy will
have co be redone, and new statistical tests performed.

Case srudy methods have considerable comparative .1d\antages re!atiH: ro
\tacmical methods or formal models (Collier 199"). These include the
operationalization and measurement of 4ualirative \,1nables (constmct
\al1dicr), the heuristic i<lenrification of nn\ \ari.1bles or hyporheses, the
examination of potential causal methan1sms within particular case.) or contexts. the lw.corical explanation ofcases, and the inrnrporac1on of complex
relations like equifinalicr .ind path dependtnq· inco typological theories.

Construct Validity
Generating New Theories
One of the grearest strengths of t.ise srud1e~ is the opportunity ro achie'e
high le, els of conscrucr \alid1ry, or rhe abilit} co measure in a case che indicaror chat hesc represenr the theoretical concept we intend ro measure.
Many o~ :he \ariables of interest rn re earchers, such as <lemocracy, power,
and polmcal culture, are notoriously d1fficulr co operationalize and measure. \'\'hat consricuces a "democratic" procedure in one cultural context
might be profoundly undemocratic m another. Thus. ic is important co
carry our "concexcualized comparison," chat 1s, comparison that "self-consciousl} ~eeks co address the issue of equivalence by searching for unul)ltcally eqrmalent p~enomena--even if expressed in subscancively differenr
term.s-across different conrexcs" (Lock and Thelen 1998, 11 ). This
r~quires derailed consi<leracion of contextual variables, which 1s extremely
difficult ro carry our in sraciscical scud1es hut common in case studies.
Whereas scanscical studies run rhe r isk o f" conceptual screcc h 10g
' " 1'f rhey
lump together dissimilar cases w gee a higher sample size (5arcori 1970)
case studies move in the oppo · d'
·
fi
'
sire 1recc1on, re nmg concepts with a higher
level of validic~· bur do' ,
h
.
;
1ng so at c e CO.)t o producmg generalizations
applicable only over a smalle
be f
.
r num r o cast'.). Puc 10 ocher terms, rhere is
a trade-off becwee
h· ·
h
.
n ac 1ev10g a 1gh level of construct validity, which is
easier co do 10 case scud
d
LI ' h '
·
.
. .
ies, an e.)tan is 10g a high level of external validity, or the ability to ai)pl}· fi d '
.
. .
.
n mgs across a wide population of cases. which
scac1st1cal studies are bercer suited co doing.1~
Because case studies can . h',
h' h
.
.
ac 1eve 1g construct validity, scacisrical
research is nor only usefull
. l d b
.
.
Y prccec e y case study research ro 1denc1ry relevant vanabl
· · 0 fi
c
d .
es, it is ten iollowed by case study work chat focuses on
ev1anc cases and further refin .
.'
(C .
cs concepts oll1c:r 1998). For example, afrer

r
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Case scu<lies can also heuristically identify new variables and hypotheses.
This can rake place through the scutly of deviant casc:s, as noted earlier, but
ir also happens in che ordinary course of fieldwork, such as archival research
and interviews with participants, area experts, and hiscorians. The popular
refrain chat observations are rheory-laden does not mean char rhey are theory-determined. When a case study researcher asks a participant, "Were
you chinking x when you did y," and they get the answer, "No, I was thi~k
ing z," chey may have a new variable demanding ro be heard . 5car1sci~al
methods lack any counterpart for this process; some methods of daca mining" or "exploracory daca analysis" can be used co identify pocent'.ally relevant variables, bur even these methods can use only data chat is already
coded inro daca secs, or data that someont has alread} identified as
sufficiently useful co be worth coding canscical studies char do not
involve archival work or interviews ro measure or code Vdnables have no
in<lucnve means of identifying new variables, although deductive theorizing, whether by a researcher using sracisc1cal methods or a formal modeler,
. bl es .16
can a 1so 1.denc1'fy new vana

Making Inferences Regarding Causal Mechanisms
Case studies can use protess tracing ro examine in derail rhe obsenable
implicauons of hypothesized causal mecha01sms 10 individual c.1scs'. ~ausal
mechanisms can be defined as che ultimately unobservable encmes or
structures chat operate in specific concexcs ro generate the phenomena that
17
we observe in che physical or social world.
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Thus, as che philosopher Da\ 1J l lume famously argued, we cannot
d1rt'Ctl} ohsene theories <>r cnusal mechanisms. As noreJ earlier, proce 5
crncmg, like all methods (e, en expenmenc,i! ones), docs nor allow direcr or
infal11hle assessment of caus.11 medrnnisms a.; there is always the <langer of
measurement error, specification error, and omnceJ variables. Hume abo
noteJ. however, that we haH' se\eral .ro11m!.r of 11ife1·t11ce on the operation ol
h)pothts1zed causal enmies, so chat our inforcnn:s on un<lerlying c,1usal
med1anisms, while fallible, art• noc mere guesswork Some of the sources of
infereme that Hume pointed tc>--eonstant rnn1uncc1on and congruity
(similarity in s1ze}--relace co srucisncal mctho<ls, but others-temporal
succe~sion and conriguiry- rd,1te more c.lirectly to process rracing. •ll The
c.letailed tracmt-: of sequential processes among spatially an<l/or temporally
contiguous entnies in a single case 1s a fun<lamenrally c.lifferenr source of
inference from che assessmenr of correlac1ons among cases. Pr0<ess rranng
1m olves examining che hyporhes1ze<l causal sequences chat a cheory anc.l ics
as~oc1ated causal mechanisms predict should have taken place in ,1 case,
then decermi~ing whether the intervening vanables along chese pathways,
or chose predicted by alternative explanatmns, were in fact extant in the
case. This pro\ ides a basis for inference on whether che hypothesized explanac~on can or cannot be rule<l our as .t hisconcal explanation for the case,
wh1c~ in turn allows inferences on the more general scope conditions of che
cheo~.1es unc.ler inve.srigacion (a theory ch.it fails co explain a "most likely
case, for example, 1s strongly impugned).

~t 1 ~ t.he <le~and .for a high level of detail an<l conrmu1ty in explaining
an mc.l1V1du~I h1Stoncal case that distinguishes process tracing from stacisttcal analysis. As nore<l previously, the fin<lmg char 98 of I 00 <lommocs
ha\e knocked one another over in sequence is not enough co establish char
ch~ 99ch:_Jomino caused che IOOth ro fall. In this regar<l, process tracing 1s
qui.re ditterenc from the "manipulacion account" of causal inference, in
which ~he value of one variable is manipulareJ in a controlled experiment
co provid~ a basis for c~usal inference. Process tracing is useful primarily in
nonexpenmental studies of historical cases, where controlleJ experiments
are impossible· le can st"ll
•
•
1 be use fiu J even in
experimental
settings however•.as a chec k on poss1"bl e sources of error or failure co fully conrrol' all of
the differences between two trials of an experiment. It can also be useful as
a supplement to statistical scu<lies of nonexperimencal data b
'J"
check
.
y prov1 mg a
.
. on possibly spurious interferences an<l giving evidence on causal
d1recc1on or helpin{> cod"
h. h f
•
o
iscem w 1c o rwo correlated variables appears co

Case Study Methods
be causing che other by cemporally preceding ic. By combining deductive
inquiry-what shoul<l I expect co see in che decailec.l processes in a case 1f a
rheory is cruet-and mduccive inquiry-how might I explain the unanticipated sequences or processes chat I find in the case!-process tracing is a
powerful source of inference. The mJuccively derived insights char arise in
a case can be distinguished from mere scorycelling if they can be explained
by extant theories or if chey lead co ,1c.l<licional novel predictions about che
processes in the case or in ocher cases that are then empirically verified.
To cake one example from the mec.lical sciences, scientists have been
confident for many years on chc basis of scaciscical analysis of nonexperimental <lata in humans anc.l experimental <laca in animal studies that smoking cigarettes increases che l1kelihood of contracting lung cancer. Bue.chis
c.Jaca <lid not provide much insight inco the microlevel causal mechanisms
chat linked the ace of smoking co the outcome of cancer Nor did it offer
explanations of individual cases of lung cancer, as nonsmokers can contract
lung cancer as well. Only recendy has an improved understanding of cellular-level mechanisms begun co fill in che missing linkages between
smoking and cancer. This knowledge has been fostered by pathology scuc.lies of individual cases of both human anJ animal subjeccs, analogous co
process tracing, and of how healthy anc.l cancerous cells and organs changed
over rime. This improved underscan<ling may eventually improve our ability co predict whteh indivic.luals arc most likely to concracc cancer if they
smoke, who may be ac low risk of cancer despite smoking, and who may be
at high risk of cancer c.lcsp1ce nor smoking. An inc.lividual who defie<l the
o<lds in either direction would be a prime candidate for closer pathology
studies (process tracing) chat might lea<l co new insights about rhe underlying mechanisms.

Historical Explanation of Cases
Conversely, not only can we use a case srudy to explore causal mechanisms,
we can use causal mechanisms co give hisconcal explanations of cases. Historical explanation 1s quite different from the development and resting of
variable-centered theories based on the scatiscical scudy of a large number
of cases. In historical explanatton, the researcher uses theories at each seep
of a historical process to show how che variables made subsequent steps and
the ultimate outcome likely unc.ler che hiscorical orcumscances of the case
(Robuts 1996). This is quite different from establishing scaust1cal gener37
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alizat1ons. As srat1stical resean her\ rt'adily acknm\ ledge, correlarion docs
not 1mpl) camalicy. and a sramc1call} s1gn1ficanr correlation Joes not nece~sanl) "explain" any or all of the cases upon which It 1s based . It 1s not
enough to kno", for example, chat .in ind I\ i<lual limng specified relarionsh1ps to a murder\ iccim is mort' l1kelr ch.in most to have commicced the
mur<ler. The prosecutor needs co establish emp1ric.tlly char means, motive,
and opporcunicy existed in chis p.1rcicular c-.1se. Ideally, they need a complete .ind un1ncerrupced chain of e' idence, using forensic, psychological,
.ind ocher cheones to bolscer ead1 po1nc in the c h.1in, establishing how che
cnrne was likely have been <lone by che accuse<l, rogether with evidence
and theoretical explanacions char help rule our ocher likely suspeccs.
Process tracing allows chis kind of analysis in mdivi<lual cases.
Process tracing is rhus similar in some respeccs to stan<lard techniques
of" ricing <liplomacic or policical lmcory, and there has been an ac c1ve and
gro" mg dialogue between case scu<l} researchers and historians.19 Hisrorians often me theories implic1rly ro explain rather than merely describe
evencs, and they frequendy generalize, though usually only to limited
domains of rime and space. Yee che purposes, methods, and writings of hisconans and policical scienciscs remain quite Jifferenc. As Jack Levy argues,
historians seek ro underscand single unique events, che milieu et momelll.
while polir1cal sciencists aim to generalize abouc classes of events; historians tend ro favor complex explanations, while political scienciscs aim for
elegant and parsimonious explanations. Historians construct narracivebased explanations; political sciencists construct theory-based explanarions. Political sC1entisrs are expl1Cit about cheir cheorecical assumptions
and causal argumenr; historians are more 1mplioc.20

dependency (Ragin 1987).21 If equifinalHy holds and there are several
p.ichs or combinacions char can lea<l to the same ouccome, a typological
cheory can provide concingenc generalizations on each path or combination, and case studies can examine the processes of each. S1milarly, by creacing cac;es as configurations of variables, rather than seeking partial correlations among specified variables, case studies can caprure complex
inceraccions effects and model path-dependent relationships. The ability co
address complexity comes at a price, however, as che more contingent and
fine-grained a typological theory, the less parsimonious ir becomes and the

. Levy notes that chese distinccions are best understood as lying on a concrnuum, and case srudy methods are closer co the writing of history than
are ocher polirical science methods. Yet the difference remains that case
srudy researchers in policical science are inceresced in the theory-based
explananon of indindual cases for the purposes of generalizing co ocher
cases, while for hisrorians the explanacion of individual cases is a primary
goal in itself.

Addressing Complex Causal Relations
A final advantage of case studies is their ability co accommodate complex
causal relations such as equi·11 natty,
1· comp Jc.:x 1nceract1ons
•
•
effects, and pach

fewer the cases co which

1t

applies.

limitations and Trade-offs in the Use of Case Studies
Case Selection Biases and Confirmation Biases
One of rhe mosr common critiques of case scudy methods is that they are
prone co "selection bias" (Ac hen and 5n1dal 1989; Geddes 1990) St.It .tion
bias, in scatiscical terminology, occurs "when some form of selection
process in either the design of rhe study or the real-world phenomena
under investigation results in inferences that suffer from systematic error"
(Collier and Mahoney 1996, 59). Such biases can occur when the researcher
selects cases chat represent a truncated sample along the dependenc variable of the relevant universe of cases (Collier and Mahoney 1996, 60~ King,
Keohane, and Verba J 99 t, 128-) !.) In scaciscical research, the standar<l
presentation of selection bias suggests that a truncated sample typically
understates the strength of the relationship between the indepen<lent and
dependent variables. In ocher words, 1t reduces the magnitude of the estimated beta coefficiencs; Huch and Allee noce char in some instances selection biases can also reverse che sign of rhe coeffinents in statistical studies
(see chap. 9. this vol.). This is why scatisrical researchers are recurrencly
admonished not co select cases on the dependent vanablc (Collier and
Mahoney 1996. 60).
Praccirioners and analyses of case study methods, however, have argued
char cases selec:ced on che dependent variable can rest whether a variable is
necessary for rhe selecte<l outcome (Dion 199'. Collier 1995; Goertz and
Scarr 2003, 30). If a variable hypothesized to be necessary for ,1 specified
outcome can be shown co have been absenc in even a single case in which
che outcome occurred, then this case can disprove the claim that the vari39
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able is a necessary condition for the omcoml'. In addition, 10 the l·arly
srnges of a research pro,gr.1m, selection on the dependent variable can serve
the heuristic purpose of identif) ing the potent 1al causal paths and variables
leading co th.u dependent \'ariable. Later, when this first stage of research
has danfie<l the causal model, this model can be tested against cases in
which there is variation on the dependent variahle. 22 Of course, ideally,
researchers would have the funuion.11 equivalent of a tOntrolled experiment, with controlled variation in independent variables and resulting
vari,mon in dependent ,·ariables. However, the requisite cases for such
rtstarch designs seldom exist. 2
l.,tat1stical views of the problem of seleu1on bias also understate the
mosc severe and the mosr common kinds of selection biases in qualitative
research. The potential case stud; selection bias with the most damaging
consequences arises from a form of confirmat10n bias: selecting only those
cases whose independent und dependent variables vary as che favored
hypothesis suggests and ignoring ca'es that appear co contradict che theory. This t} pe of selection bias can occur even when the cradicional warnings against selection bias have not been \'IOlated: that is, even when there
is varianon on both independent and dependent variables, and even when
this variation covers the full range of values that these variables can assume.
Rather than understating the relationship between independent and
dependent variables, this selection bias can understate or overstate the relationship, and it 1s particularly misleading when the results are overgeneralized co wider populacions ((oilier and Mahoney 1996, 71-72). Thus,
researchers need co be excremely careful in generalizing resulcs from case
study designs rhat include only "present-presenr" and "absent-absenr"
cases: thar is, they should look hard for similar cases in which the independenr variable of incerest is present bur the predicted effect is absenc and for
chose in which the independent variable is absent but the dependent variable is present.

is also a risk in emphasmng tht'Se criteria co rhe exclusion of ocher standards. Selection of cases based on extreme values may lead co overgeneralizarion if researchers are nor vigilant in reminding orhers (and themselves)
that they are working on an extremely truncared sample (Collier and
Mahoney 1996, 71 ). Selection of historically "important" or easily
researched cases is less useful for theory building chan rhe selection of cases
chat are likely ro be the mosc theoretically tnformacive such as de\ 1ant,
most Ii'k·e1y, or most s1m1·1 ar cases .-' 4
In addition ro concributing ro case seleccion biases, confirmation biases
can affect the selection and interpretation of evidence within cases. This
can lead co competing or concradictory interprecanons by different
researchers scudying the same case. It is imporcanc co guard against this
problem by expltc1tly considering a wide range of alternative explanations
for a case and doing systematic process-tracing on these alternatives. Also,
whenever researchers modify a hiscorical explanation to better fie a case,
they should endeavor wherever possible co find some novel facts rhac the
new explanation also fies and ro place more confidence in mo<lificarmns that
do lead to new and empirically verified fac.cs. 2 ~

Potential Indeterminacy
Particular case scudies may suffer from indeterminacy, or an inability ro
exclude all but one explanarion of a case on the basis of the available
process-tracing evidence from that case (N101sta<l l 990). When chis occurs,
it may still be possible to narrow the numbu of plausible explanations, and
it is also important to ind1cace as clearly as possible the extent co \\h1ch the
remaining hypotheses appear co be complementary, competing, or irn.om-

While rhis is the most d .. n!;erous kind of selection bias, ic is also usually
eas>· to 1denrify and avoid Several other potential biases are more common
in case study selection. These include selection of cases based on excreme
values of the variables, on the availability of evidence, or on cases' "intrinsic" historical importance. Each of rhese criteria for case selection has value
for some research goals. Looking ac cases with extreme values on che variables, for example, can allow studying particular causal mechanisms in
especially stark or obvious forms (Van Evera 1997, 42 ......19). However, there

mensurate in explaining the case.
One version of rhe problem of indererminac.y has been widely misapplied co case scudy methods. This is the "degrees of freedom" problem,
which is one kind of indeterminacy that can aftl1cc sratimcal scudie:.. The
degrees of freedom problem .irises in statistical work when there are m_ore
independent variables rhan cases, so chat ic becomes impossible to hnd
coefficienc estimaces for che variables. Thus, when a researcher has many
in<lependenc variables buc only one or a few observations on che dependenr
variable, the research design is indcrerminatt:. ome analysts have thus
suggested that case scudies inherently suffer from a degrees of freedom
problem since they have many variables and few "cases" (Achen and n1<lal
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19S9, 156-5-). An important misinterpretation nnses on chis issue, hcl\\e,er, from usino
b definitions of cau. f'tlrtable, and obsermtion char are exces-

most likely case or chat disprove purported necessary or sufficient conditions (McKeown 1999). Case study researchers are usually more interested
1n finding ouc che con<licions under which specified outcomes occur and
che mechanisms through which they occur than che frequency wich which
chose conditions and cheir outcomes ,1rise (George and Bennecc 2001).
Researchers often select cases with the goal of providing the scrongesc possible inferences on particular theories or of using deviant cases co help
identify left-out variables. In either research design, the cases selected arc
incencionally and necessarily unrc:prcsc:ncacive of wider populations, and
researchers muse be careful to point ouc chat they seek only concingent
generalizations char apply to cases chat are similar to chose under study
(George and Smoke 1989; George and Bennett 2004). To the extent char
cherc is u "representativeness" problem, it is more accurately presented as
a problem of overgeneralizac1on char arises if case study researchers or
their readers extend researc.h findings co cypes of cases unlike those actu-

sively narro\\. Earlier I criticized the defin1tion of a case as a phenomenon
in which we report onl} one measure on any percinenc \ariable. Ir is this
misguided defi01non, plus inaccention co the pocenc1al for process cracing,
th.u leads co the conclusion char c.1se studies suffer from an inherem
degrees of freedom problem. In foct, as nmed previously, an entity may
have many different dimensions or concr,tst cl.1sses mcher than providing .1
"single observation." An apple, for example, has u cerruin color, rexrure,
sugar content, flavor, and so on; we might aggregate these into a single
index defining a "good" apple, buc this is different from caprunng rhe
many distinct qualities of rhe apple. In addition, within a single case there
are many possible process-tracing obsenations along rhe hypothesized
camal paths between independent and dependent variables. A causal path
may include many necessary steps, and rhey may have to occur in a particular order. Defining and observing the seeps along the hypothesized causal
parh can lead ro "a plethora of new observable implications for a theory"
and circumvent che degrees of freedom problem (King, Keohane, and
Verba 199 L 119-20: Campbell 1975). There is still the poss1btlity, noced
earlier, char a particular case scudy will be indeterminate in discerning
which of several competing hypotheses apply. This is more appropriately
described as an indeterminacy problem rather than a degrees of freedom
problem, however, as ic is more a maccer of how the evidence in a particular case marches up wich competing hypotheses than a mechanical issue of
the number of cases and che number of variables.

Lack of Representativeness
tac scical methods require a large sample of cases chat is representative of
anJ allows inferences about an even wider population of cases. To gee a representative sample, such sru<l1es often rely on random selection of cases.
While useful and necessary in scacisrical studies, chese requirements and
practices are inappropriate and counterproduc.cive when extended ro case
study methods (King, Keohane, and Verba 199 i, 124-27).

ally scudied. 26
In chis regard, case studies involve a crade-off between generalizability
and spec1fic1cy. Rich generalizations in the social sciences often apply only
co small and well-defined populations or subtypes, whereas theories char
apply co broader populations .ue usually noc very specific. In pare, choices
between rich bur narrow generalizations and less specific buc broadly
applicable generalizations depend on aesthetic decisions about che kind or
rheory one prefers and pragmatic cons1deracions such as whether the theory
is co focus on "manipulable variables" chat policymakers can change co
affect outcomes Choices between broad or deep cheonzing can also retlecc
theoretical assumptions about the complexity of che world. If the
researcher believes chat similar causal relations hold for large populations
and char there are limited inceraccions effects, chen broad cheones may
prove fruitful, and chey may even be fairly rich as well. If multiple interactions effects are present, on the ocher hand, then only highly contingent
27
theorizing for small and well-defined subpopulations mar be possible.

Potential Lack of Independence of Cases

. ~'.15e study researchers do not aspire to select cases that are "represencattv~ of large and diverse populations, and they ordinarily cannot make
c~a1ms cha~ their findings are applicable co such populations, with che partial exception of case scud1es char show char a theory failed co explain ics

Another issue concerns whether cases are independent of one anocher. Here
,\gain, there is a particular scatiscical version of chis problem thac does nor
apply to case studies, and a more fundamental version thac does. In a scacistical study, if a correlation is the result not of che hypothesized relation-
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ship under consideration but of learning or diffusion from one case co che
ochers, then the additional cases do not pr0\1de as much new informauon
as 1f chey ''ere fully independt nc of one .111ocher, so in effect rhe sample Mze
1s smaller chan if the cases were rndependenc <George 1982, 19-21; King,
Keohane, and Verba 1991. 222; and see Huch ,ind Allee, chap. 9, chis vol.,
tor a related discuss10n of chis issue in che concexc of sc,1cistical methods).
This is sometimes referred to as G.ilcon's problem. In uise srudies, there is
a d.inger ch,u the researcher will fad to identify a lack of independence
between cases, buc this danger does not m.rnifosc 1CSelf ,lS a problem relacec.1
co the sample size or number of cases scud1ed, and ic is nor necessarily
amplified b} che 1ntencion.1I selection of cases hased on a preliminary
knowledge of their variables (indeed, such intentional selection may be
designed specifically co assess che in<lependenCl' of cases or che diffusion
processes among chem). As Alexander George has argued, che question ot
whether the independence of cases is a rele'<anc cons1<leracion is nor a question char can be answered "on a priori grounds; the answer surely depends
on the research objectives of a particular scudy, what theory or hypochesi~
1s being developed, and how che comparison of cases is structured" ( 1982,
21). As George notes, process tracing can inductively uncover linkages
between cases and reduce the dangers of any unancicipated lack of independence of cases. When learning or diffus10n processes are ancicipaced or
uncovered and caken into account, they need nor undercut che value of
studying partiallr dependent cases. Indeed, only cases chat are perfectly
dependenc provide no addmonal information (King, Keohane, and Verba
1994, 222). Moreover, as George poincs our, case study methods can be
pamcularly effecnve at examining precisely the kinds of path-dependent
learning and diffusion processes chat gi'e rise co G.tlcon's problem (George

1982,21).
Ocher limicacions of case study methods require only brief mencion.
Case studies are better ac determining the scope conditions under which
variables have an effecc than estimating che magnitude of chat effect. This
latter cask of assessing the causal "weight" or causal effect of variables is
better performed through scaciscical studies. Case study researchers also
face a trade-off between doing richly detailed studies of a small number of
cases versus seeking broader general iL:ations across a larger number of cases.
Often the best approach is for each researcher to focus in derail on a small
bur well-defined subsec of cases or types of cases, while making compar-
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isons ro existing research in che same research program so thac che field as
a whole incremencally fills out the cypolog1cal space.
In sum, critiques of ca~e study mecho<ls through che prism of statistical
concepts have often misconscrued the strengths and weaknesses of case
studies. On che issues of degrees of freedom, "represencaciveness," independence of cases, and the use of Mill's methods, case scudies are generally
stronger than their critics have suggested. On the question of case seleccion
and selection bias, standard stat1st1cal crmques have oversraced some
methodological problems but understated ochers. The cwo mosc constraining limics of case scudy mcchoJs are the problem of getting a range of cases
for scudy chac covers many of chc possible causal pachs or cypes and the
problem of incerpreting ouccomcs and processes chac are consistenc wich
more chan one cheory Boch of chese problems have received less accencion
because they do noc fie as readily inco stacistical terms (for excepcions see
Liccle 1998; Ragin 1987; Lieberson 1992;

jolscad 1990).

Comparative Strengths and Limitations of Formal Models
and Statistical Methods
To underscore che essential complementarity of the leading methods in
political science, it is useful co review briefly the comparative advantages of
formal models and scatiscical methods. The comparat1ve advancages of formal models cencer on their rigorous deductive logic. Deducrive logic can
be useful in elucidanng che dynamics of causal mechanisms, and it can lead
ro counterincuicive hypotheses char can then be reseed. Well-known examples inc:lude che liceratures on collecc1ve action dilemmas, principal-agent
relations, problems of credible comm1tmenc, cwo-level games, gatekeeping, veco poincs, and ripping points. Li mi cations of formal models include
presence of mulciple equilibria, che pocencial for path dependencies, and
che possibility of self-denying prophecies (chat is, underscanding of che
model icself can lead co changes in beha\ ior, though chis problem 1s nor
unique co formal models). Of course, formal modeling is not an empirical
method and muse be linked co either c,ise scudies or scaciscical scudies co
provide empirical cests. 28
The primary advantages of sc<uiscical methods include cheir ability co
estimate the average explanatory effects of v,1ri,1bles, rheir ability co analyL:e
che represencaciveness or frequency of subsets of che daca collecced, cheir
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, 1su.ll d1spl.l}, and the high degrte of repltl, biltt) of stud1e.., using rhe
same d.n.lbase. L1m1ratiom of standard srnr1srical merho<ls mdude che
challenge~ che} face in identifymg new ,,1riahles, dealing with multiple
conjuncrural causality or equ1finaliry, de,1smg conet:ptuallr valid operac10n.1lizat1ons of qualitative rnnables, and pro' 1<lmg or resting historical
t"xpl.manons ot individual c.1ses. Some of these lim1rac10ns may be inherent
in scacimcal methods, while others m.1y involve rra<le-offs chat could ease
somewhat with rhe development of more sophistic.1ted statistical techniques Notably. these advantages and limitations are almost precisely che
com erst of ones associated w 1ch c.1se study methods, whith are poor ac partial correlations and meac;ures of frequency but good at identifymg new
'anables, dealing wirh complex causal relac10ns, and <levismg and cemng
historical explanations.

The Outlook for Increased Multi method Collaborative Research
As the ed1cors to chis \Olume conclude, rht• increasingly evident complementary relationship between case studies, sramrical methods, an<l formal
modeling has begun to lead coward more mult1merho<l and collaborative
research. Because case scu<lies, sc.mstical metho<ls, and formal modeling
arc all increasingly sophiscicace<l, however, i r is <lifficulc for a single
researcher robe adept at more than one ser of methods while also attaining
a cutting-edge theoretical and empirical knowledge of his or her own field.
As a result, much multimetho<l work is collaborative. Encouraging such
cooperative efforcs will require chat pol1rical science departments do not
<liscriminate against mulriauchore<l works in their hiring and promotion
<l~cisions, as they currently often <lo. This will raise the problem of evaluating the work of individual conmbucors to multiauthored works but in
many ocher fields (particularly che medical and physical sciences) ~ulciau
chored \\orks are common. One means of apportionmg credit for such
works, which is often done in books but could be extended to articles is co
pro\:ide a brief foocnoce chat outlines which pares of a work were don~ primarily by ont" auchor or another and which were fully collaborative.
Collaboration can also cake place sequentially if researchers work co
build on findings generated by those using different methods. For example • scacistical analys1's m 1·gl1t 1'cl·entt'fy our1·1ers or d ev1ant cases and case
~cudies can investigate why these cases are deviant (Ness 1985 ). Case studies can also look ac the "average" or "representative" cases identified in sea-
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cisr1cal studies co rest and refine the hypothesized causal mechanisms
behind the correlations or patterns observed and provide a check on
whether a correlation 1s spurious and on potential endogeneity. Srar1sncal
studies, in rum, can assess rhe general applicability of causal mechanisms
uncovered by case scudies, and statistical studies might identify strong patterns chat can be used to strutture the study of individual cases. S1mtlarly,
proposed formal models can be cesred in ca.c;e i.rud1es to see if cheir hypothesized causal mechanisms were in fau in operation. This eschews che "as if"
assumption made by some formal modelers, namely, the argument chac
,1Ctors did nor need co actually go through che posited decision process as
long as rhe model correctly prediccs outcomes "as if" acrors wenc through
the hypothesized proce:.ses. Such "as if" assumpnons are inconsistent with
causal explanations chat refer to causal mechanisms, as these explanations
are open co challenge if they can be shown to be inconsiscenc with processes
observed at a lower level of analysis or in finer decail. 29 Case studies can also
inductively identify variables and theories char can then be formalize<l in
models.
Boch kinds of collaboracion require that even as they become expert in
one methodological approach, scholars must also become a,..,are of che
strengths and limits of ocher methods and capable of an informed reading
of their substantive results. If proficiency in the cutting-edge techniques of
all three methods is an unrealistic goal for most mortals, an achievable go.ll
would be proficiency as a producer in one method and an informed reader
capable of using and critiquing research using the other two methods. Tl11S
requires that graduate curricula offer sequences of courses leading up to che
highest levels of current profcss10nal pmctice mall three methods and rh,u
0
departments require a reading proficiency in all three methods.'

Conclusions
Ac a high level of generality. the successors of the positivist tradition \\ho
employ case study methods, sc,uistic.11 methods. and formal models share
.m episremolog1cal logic of inference. They all agree on the importance of
resting theories empirically, gcner.uing an inclusive list of altern.1m e
explanations and their observable 1mplic.1cions, and spenfying what e'Vidence might infirm or affirm ,1 rheory. On the methodological level, however, what is useful or necessary for one mecbo<l, such as r.mdom selection
of c,1ses in a statistical scu<ly. m.ly be unnecessary or even counterpro<lUt-
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riH' m another, such as case scuJies. This creates an obligation for
researchers ro learn ho\'\ ro u.10slace between che \artous mechods and to
understand their respecti\e strengths and limicacions. More important, it
aeates an opportunity th.it has noc yec been fully or efficiently realized.
The comp.1racm:· aduncages of che respective mechoJs are profound I}' different, buc chis allows the strengths ol one metho<l co compensate for che
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poliucal process from available evidence ma case and chen predicc what evidence
we should fine.! from archives once chey are opened (Wohlforch 1998).
5. Hennen (l 999). I choose my own work tn pare because it 1s <l1fficult to
e\aluace fully the research design dec1s10ns m.1de by ochers on subscam1ve issues in
"h1ch one 1s noc an expert.
6 . The book':. chapter on learning theory includes a cypolog1cal theory on che
different pachs chac learning can cake depending on such factors as the screngch of
cht· scacc: and of nvil sooec; (Benne ct 1999, I 08-12).
7. For excellenc advice on carrying out these kinds of ficl<l research, sec Thu.•s

weaknesses of another.
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Notes
I. In sratisrical rerms, chis problem of "coo many variables, coo few observac10ns" 1s known as the udegrees of freedom problem "
, .. 2. F~r further discuss10n of the issues of defining "whar 1s chis evenc a case
of and gl\en chis phenomenon, is chis evem a 01se of 1c>" see Ragin and Becker

(1992)
3. Smcth, speaking , congruence ccsung may invo Ive exp 1·1c1r
· or 1mplicn
·
comparisons
co ocher cases , an' I co ume rf:aetua I ana lys1s involves comparison ro a
h
.
ypocheucal ~ase, so process tracing is rhe only merho<l char 1s purely within-case
. 4. This is also a scandard pracr1ce in rhe physic.ti sciences. For example, we
m1ghc use
. plane records co <level op at h.cory t h at a 1argc mereonte caused a case of_
mass dmosaur ext1ncc1on
· t heory against ocher geological evi.
, and ch.tn test r I11s
dence on the possible impact
·
o f a Iarge meteor ac tht• ume in quescion (King Keohane, and Verba 1991) · 5·1m1 1arI·), we m1g
. IH develop a historical
.
' of .1
explanation

(2002) and Murphy ( 1980).
8. Rogowski (1995) gives several examples, including Lijpharc 0 975 ).
9. For a similar view, see Van hvera (1997). In praccice, few cases pose such
clearly decisive cescs, but 1c 1s sci II 1mporranc for researchers co indJCace che severicv ot the c~c a case poses tor a cheory .
• IO. Eckstein also suggests chat a uplaus1bilicy probe" m1ghr be undercaken co
give a preliminary esumare of a theory's explanauon of a case before a more incens1\e and cosrly scudy is undertaken. This should nor be m1sincerpreced, hov.e\er,
a a means of "lowering the bar~ for a new hypothesis; racher. it 1s an opporrunicy
5
co 1udge if further smdy 15 "arranced and co adapt che cheorcucal framev. ork fur a
more syscemacic rest against add1uonal evidence from within rhe case.
11 . Another of Mill's methods, "concomitant vanarion," relie.., upon obscned
covariacions in che strength of \anables. In Mill's example of chis method, one
m1ghr observe rhe covariation bt:cween che lrvel of rhe ndes and the phases of the
moon and assume char there is some rnus.11 connection Concom1canc variauon 1s
thus related co the scamm:al logic of pamal rnrrelacions. and, like ~iill"s ocher
methods, ic is vulnerabk' co spurwus inferences unless resrnccive conditions are
sarnfie<l.
12. A more flexible \'arianc of Mill\ methods is Charles Ragm's method of
qualicacive comparative analysis (QCA) (1987). This method relies on Boolean
algebra co make paiN ise comparisons of ca:.es, or types of cases, and relaxes some
of the assumptions necessary for the <.hrcct use of Mill's methods. QCA allows for
the poss1b1lit} of equitinality, a ke} ad,ancl' over 11ill's methods. but QCA st ill
requm:s sufficiency at the lcHl of conjuncuons of \ariables co reach defimtnc
results, and ic requires the inclusion of all causally relevant "-anable.'> to prcHnt
spurious inferences. In addicwn, the results of QCA are unscable in chat adding a
\tngle new case or changing rhe coding ol one ..-ariable can radically change the
results of the analysis (Goldthorpe 1997, 20 nn . 8. 9). For rhese reasons, Ragan
warns against che "mec:hanical" use of QCA for lausal inference ( 1987, 98), .ind his
lacer work on fua.y logic is in some sense an effort co n:la..x rhe requ1remencs of
QCA. In shore, with QCA, as v. ich Mill's methods, it is necessary co supplt:menc
case comparisons with process cr.1t mg of c-.1ses in order co relax the restricc1ve anJ
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unrealisuc a~sumpnons neces~11) for ddimtne result from comparisons alone
(Ruescheme)erand~tephem 1997, 60 61).
1 . For an example of using process cracang to rule out residual differences
benH-en cases as being causal, sec Jame' Lee Ra) (1995), D.111oc,.ams and lmema11 nal Co11jl1c1, 158-200
1 . King, Keohane, and Verba ( 1991, 59 n. I 2) msge..r that most stamllC1am
use determm1st1c \\orkmg assumptions 111 chis regard
15. S1mdarl}, Paul Huch and Todd Allee (chap. 9. this vol.) note the trade-ofT
beC\\etn careful measurement of rnn,1ble~ 1n ,1 sm,111 numblr of cases versus kss
prense measurement over a large numher of {,1st•s. Ron,ild Mttlhell and Thum.is
Bernauer (chap. 4, this \Ol.) addresses the dosely relined issue of intern.ii vali<ltt),
or the ab1IHv co d1slern chat an observed corrdauon between variables in a case 1s
m face cau al (in pare b) achieving high conscrucc val1d1ty, rt•ducing measurement
error, and excluding alrernatl\e explanauons). 'l he\ note that " internal \alid1ry 15
a prccondmon for external 'al1d1t) " and argue chat case smd1es can ach1e\e high
internal '-alid1ty through proce's tracing The) also concur, however, chat ~elect
ing cases co control for certain variables lim1ts the range of cases ro which one can
generalize, except to the extent that the re~ults of"hard cases" or cough tesrs, such
as the failure of a theo11 to fie m mo'c likely case or the abtlnv of a theory co
explain C\en a lease likely case, can be generalia·d.
.
16. Quesc10nna res '\1.ich open-ended <1uestwns may also rum up new variablt"S,
and scholars cric1qumg a piece of staumcal research may suggest possible om med
v.mables as well. There are rhus some means of 1dent1fying omitted variables in
sramuc.11 research, though they are qu1Ce limited in smdies that use only preex1mng databases.
17 On this and other defin1t10n\ of causal melhanisms, see James Mahoney
(2001 ).
18. On Hume and sources of causal inference, see Marini and Smt'>er ( 1988).
19. hi man and Elman (2001)
20. Jack Levy (2001, 40).
21. This advantage may be relam·e rather than absolute Statistical methods
can mcxlel se~eral kinds of tnteracr10ns efTcccs, ale hough they can do so only at the
cosr of requmng a larger _sample size, and models of nonlinear inceracuons rapid I)
become complex and d1fhcult to interpret. le is possible chat ne\\ statistical methods may be able to improve upon the sracisr1ce1l crearmtnt of equ1finalicy and interactions efftcrs. and ac lease narrow rhe gap tn the treatment of chis issue. (Braumoeller 2002)
22. Case srudy researchers 1·n many
·
·
instances shou Id make comparisons
between the. subset of cases or types stu<l 1e<l and r he Iargtr populauon,
·
where rhere
15

more variance on the dependent variable (Collier .ind Mahoney 1996. 6 )). Some-
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times, such comparisons can be made co ex1sring case studies in the literacure, or
the researlher m1ghc include "mini" case smd1es, or less in-depth srud1es, of a\\ 1de
number of cases in addition to full scud1es of the cases of greatest inceresr. To say
that such comparisons are ofren useful tor many research goals, however, is \ery
different from arguing char they are .dways necessary for all research goals.
2 '\. A related issue is wherht r foreknowledge of che values of variables in rnses,
and perhaps researchers' cogn1t1ve biases in favor of pamcular hypotheses, necessarily sl,mt the selecuon of case studies. I lowcvt:r, selen1on with some preliminary
knowledge of cases allows much strong('r research designs, as cases can be selected
with a view coward whether they .ire most likely, lease likely, or crucial. Selecting
cases in chis way can strengthen, rather than undermine, the severity of che
process-tracing test of a theory. Also, within-case analysis ofren leads to tht•
finding that the researt"her's (or che literature's) preliminary knowledge of the v.ilucs of che independent and dependent vanables \I.as incomplete or simply \1-rong,
,ind case scudy researchers someumes conclude chat none of che proposed theories
1s an adequate explanation of a case (Campbell 1975). In addition, anrentional
selection of cases can benefit from knowledge of the findings of existing studies,
and it can be guided by e~timat1ons of whether che theories of interest are strong
and prenousl} reseed or new and relanvely weak (La1t1n 1995. 456).
2 t Van Evera in fact offers many criteria for selecung the most theoreucall}
informauve cases, including cases with large \\, 1chin-case variance, cases about
which rnmpeting theories make opposite .ind unique predictions. ca:.es char are
well-marched for controlled comparisons, outlier cases, and cases whose results can
be replicated. These criteria present few(' r complicanons than those oft:xtrc me values. data avatlabiliry, and intrinsic 1mporcance.
25. This is the mecho<lolog1cal smn<lard emphasized by Lakaco:. ( 1970).
26. In some instances, critiques of p.uticular case studies have o,·ersrnced the
problems of represemauveness and o;elecuon bias by assuming that rhese srud1~·:.
have purported rn offer gener.1l1zacions chat rnver broad populauons, whert'll:. an
fact these studies carefull> circumscribed their claims co apply chem onl} to cases
similar in well-speetfied respects w chose scudied. Collier and Mahone) (1996,
80-87) make chis cmique of Barbara Gt-ddes's ( 1990) review of case srudaes and
o;elecrion bias
r. This is similar co the que5non of" hether che "umc homogeneity" assumption is cheonzed co be applicable to a large .ind diverse population or onl} to small
and well-defined populanom wirh regard to the processes under scudy. Two um cs
are <lefined as homogenous whenever "the expecred values of the dependent v.ir1ables from each unit .ire the s.1mc when our explan.11ory ... ariable rakes on ,1 pamcular value (King. Keohane, and Vtrba 1991, 91).
28. Addmonal strengths and lim1rauons attend to that subset of form.ii mo<l-
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ds char locus on rauonal choice theories. I"hert is n cendenc) in rhe l1terarure co
conflare formal and rauonal choice models, but lt is ll0ss1ble co have formal models based on cogmtne proce,ses ocher than ranonal ones, such as prospecc theory
29. See, for example, B.m:s, l;rc1t, l.eH, Rosenthal, and \X'e1ngast (1998)
30. A reading profiuenC} does nor rt'<.IU•re equal numbers of course:. m each
mechoJ, one course each m case stud} methods and formal mo<leling might be
suftic1enc, ''bile se\er.11 courses m scausucs may be necessary Accor<lmg co a survt:} ol gradu.1re curricula ch.1r I haH' 11nckrt.1ken, howe\l·r. many cop deparrmtncs
requm· one or more courses in sc.Hasuts, but uiurses an qualitar1\e merhoJs and
formal modeling :ire seldom required and somec1mes noc evt'n offere<l (Bennett,
B.mh, and Rutherford 200°'). In p.1rc co address chis imbalance, rhe interun1vcr\lt) Consortium on Qualnauve Rest"arch Mechods now sponsors a two-week rrammg msurute m these methods ac Arizona St.ice Univers1ry, analogous co rhe Uni'ersicy of :.\11ch1gan's summer institute m scansucal merhocls (see
http· WW\\ asu.edu cla.s polisc1 cqrm ), 2001.

Ju') Co11d111om: Theory, Methodolof;), .ind Applm1t1om, edited by G. Goertz and
H . Scarr. 95-11 2. Boulder. Rowman and L1tclefield
rckscetn, H . 197 5. Case Study and Theory in Poliu al s. 1ence. In lfa11Jbo1Jk of
Pol1t1cal Sciwie, vol. 7 , Str.itegm of lnq111r; , e<lited b> F Greenstein nn<l N .
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